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Abstract

In this paper, we present a poststructuralist analysis of customer database technology.
This approach allows us to regard customer databases as configurations of language that
produce new and significant discursive effects. In particular, we focus on the role of
databases and related technologies such as customer relationship management (CRM) in
the discursive construction of both customers and customer relationships. First, we argue
that organizations become the authors of customer identities, using the language of the
database to configure customer representation. From this perspective, we can see the
radical innovation that the customer database brings to the organizational construction
of its market: the emergence of the individualized customer. The cultural novelty of the
database—ignored by instrumental analyses of information technology—also requires a
theoretical reconceptualization of the notion of virtual identity. Against existing posi-
tions, we posit a non-essentialist theory of virtual identity where the subject is con-
stituted outside the immediacy of consciousness and thus emerges as the result of the
technological and linguistic context in which it was produced. Second, we take our
analysis of the discursive construction of the customer further by proposing that the
emergence of the individualized customer was the prerequisite of the social construction
of CRM as one-on-one affair between the customer and the organization. We suggest
that this is a limited and limiting understanding of the concept of customer relationships
especially if the one-on-one relationship is placed in a computer-mediated environment
(CME). By mobilizing theories of play developed in the fields of human–computer inter-
action and consumer research, we propose that organizations would benefit from opening
up the current discourse on CRM to include relationships between customers, customers
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and non-customers, and customers and the virtual organization.
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1. Introduction

Information technology is more than a tool; it is a mode of representation (Bolter,
2001a; Landow, 1992; Sotto, 1997). Yet, as Sotto (1997) points out, most analyses of
technology—and in particular of information technology—look for and evaluate
solely the instrumental value of their object of study. For instrumentalists, char-
acteristics of technology worth looking at are limited to those that influence
efficiency. Thus, according to the normative view of the instrumental paradigm—
what the philosopher of technology Feenberg (1991, 1999) calls the functional
theory of technology—one technology is deemed superior to another if it improves
the efficiency with which its users can perform a specific task. Thus, to paraphrase
Heidegger (1977), instrumentalist and functionalist categories of analysis remain
blind to the cultural and social questions concerning technology such as what kind
of subject (e.g., worker, manager, consumer) emerges within the context of new tech-
nology (see also, Foucault, 1975, 1977; Latour, 1993, 1996).1

Sotto (1997) has asked such a question in his discussion on the effect of infor-
mation technology for the possibility of organizational agency. Although Sotto
does not set out to theorize the relationship between information technology and
the constitution of subjectivity and identity, he successfully demonstrates that the
insertion of information technology into the context of the organization—via a
doubling of representation and the production of illusory spaces—gives birth to a
new type of organizational actor: the playful (‘‘ludicrous’’) worker. As he puts it
(Sotto, 1997: p. 37), ‘‘. . .informatics possesses a mode of representation of its own
and this mode of representation affects whatever it absorbs’’. Increasingly, infor-
mation technology absorbs consumers, affecting how they are configured as ‘‘custo-
mers’’ by organizations, and how organizations relate to the customers thus
produced.
Our question, then, is: what ideological and cultural work does information

technology do in organizations? At the center of our discussion are computerized
customer databases. Approaching information technology from a poststructuralist
perspective, we call attention to the discursive effects of databases in Foucault’s
1 To illustrate this point, consider the fast food industry. The introduction of division of labor and

assembly line work processes, automated machinery, and image-based registers not only increased a res-

taurant’s operational efficiency, it also progressively deskilled (and reskilled?) the fast food worker so as

to make him or her more machine-like in the eyes of the engineer designing production equipment and

the manager buying it (Fine, 1996; Schlosser, 2001). In addition, the rise of fast food technology also

changed the meaning of home-cooking and the role of the home maker, traditionally the housewife

(Feenberg, 1991).
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sense. Foucault’s understanding of discourse and language is of special relevance
for our study because of the relation he draws between language and the consti-
tution of the subject. Mainly drawing from his genealogical work on the birth of
such institutions like the clinic, the prisons, and sexuality, Foucault (1975, 1977,
1978) develops a theory of the human being as a subject that is configured, and
given cultural significance, in the first instance through language (see also, Poster,
1995). In this view, a new language introduces a new way of constituting cultural
objects (such as human beings and customers) and human relationships (such as
markets). Computerized databases constitute such a new language and its introduc-
tion has changed the organizational language for understanding the market in gen-
eral and customers in particular. Through organizational practice, the customer
emerges as a unique data representation or data profile that can be managed and
targeted while the organization becomes the location where customers are config-
ured as data-linguistic constructs, since it is organizations that hold the linguistic
power of the database.
In this paper, we do not concern ourselves with the technical and computer-

scientific aspects of databases and customer relationship management (CRM) sys-
tems. Nor do we provide a managerial recipe for the successful implementation of
such database-driven CRM2 systems in the organizational context. Our analysis is
cultural; i.e. we start out with the assumption that organizations are cultural insti-
tutions that are located in a network of communication and meaning (cf. Fuchs,
2001). Our fundamental concern is with how such a cultural organization does its
work. As a particular case in point, we look at the cultural work organizations do
with information technologies in the construction of customers. Hence, we pursue
three objectives. First, we provide a theoretical treatment of the customer database
as discourse and illuminate what databases do when they are inserted into the con-
text of organizational marketing management practices (e.g., in the form of CRM
systems). Central to this discussion are a critique and an extension of dominant
theories of virtual identity, particularly their assumption that a conscious subject is
the author of his or her identity, even in virtual marketspaces. This train of
thought also requires us to retheorize the link between information technology and
control (see Beniger, 1986). Second, we link our discussion about the discursive
construction of the customer to the emergence of one-to-one relationship market-
ing as a powerful disciplinary paradigm. We argue that the ‘‘discursive work’’
databases do has played an important role in shaping and indeed limiting organi-
zations’ concept of customer relationship. Finally, we mobilize what could collec-
tively be called theories of playful consumption to juxtapose the individualizing
discourse of the database with the communal and theatrical spaces that can and do
exist online (cf. Danet, Ruedenberg-Wright, & Rosenbaum-Tamari, 1997; Geertz,
1973; Grayson, 1995; Holbrook, Chestnut, Oliva, & Greenleaf, 1984; Holt, 1995).
2 With information technology (IT) becoming a critical CRM enabler, we believe CRM and electronic

CRM (eCRM) will converge, if they have not already done so. To simplify things, we use the original

acronym CRM to denote both types.
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By doing so, we hope to open up the current discourse on CRM to include rela-
tionships among customers, between customers and non-customers, and between
customers and the virtual organization. In particular, we argue that ‘‘virtual play’’
(Aycock, 1993) offers consumers social spaces where identity is no longer so much
inscribed on them than performed by them. In conclusion, we suggest managerial
implications of our reflections.
2. Where we stand: soft technological determinism

Our argument is based on a theory of technology that aligns itself with a ‘‘soft’’
form technological determinism (see Smith & Marx, 1994). This view holds that
changing technologies will always be only one factor among many others—includ-
ing political, cultural, and economic ones—responsible for changing history,
society, cultural representations, and economic processes among other things. Soft
technological determinism thus overcomes the simplicity of ‘‘hard’’ technological
determinism that proposes a simple cause–effect relationship between technological
and historical change (MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1999). The key problem of hard
technological determinism is its underlying assumption that technological change is
an independent, almost metaphysical force that develops outside society and
culture and continuously impacts both from ‘‘the outside’’. Ample evidence exists
to reject this theory by showing how technological development and adoption is
highly contingent on the materialist conditions (in Marx’s sense) of technological
production and consumption. In other words, technology is socially shaped (Bijker,
Hughes, & Pinch, 1987; Latour, 1996; Winner, 1977). However, as MacKenzie and
Wajcman state (p. 4), ‘‘the failure of hard technological determinism does not rule
out the possibility of a soft technological determinism’’ if we acknowledge that
technological change can cause social and cultural change however complex and
contingent it is on the same social and cultural forces it changes. Our position on
technology also rejects the popular instrumental view of technology that upholds
that technology is inherently value-free and neutral, i.e. its form, shape, use, and
effects are driven by the need of the user (Feenberg, 1991). Compared to this view,
we are admittedly more deterministic, aligning ourselves with the tradition of
‘‘political technology’’ still most skillfully represented by Winner (1977, 1999). This
position upholds that by adopting a technology we may be opting for a lot more in
terms of social, political, economic, and cultural implications than appears at first
sight. Thus, not all implications of a technological choice such as CRM are always
a function of the decision maker’s initial needs. Such a statement—in fact our
entire argument—does not at all exclude the possibility that the adoption of data-
bases or CRM also helps organizations fulfill certain objectives like getting a more
complete view of their customers and a better understanding of customer needs
and wants, which in turn leads to better targeted marketing (the need of the
marketing manager). But limiting oneself to this instrumental perspective focuses
analysis solely on how to adapt technology while our view stresses the aspect of
how to shape technology and how technology shapes practice, society, and culture
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(cf. MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1999; see also, Sotto, 1997). Thus, our analysis of
databases and CRM assumes that organizations adopt these technologies to
improve certain specific business needs and while they may do so, they also do
something else, something more. Discovering what that ‘more’ might be is at the
heart of this paper.
3. Databases, CRM, and the disciplining of human difference

CRM is increasingly taking center-stage in organizations’ corporate strategies
(Greenberg, 2002; Swift, 2001). CRM, closely related to notions of relationship and
database marketing, aims at creating, developing, and enhancing personal and
valuable relationships with customers by providing personalized and customized
products and services (McKim, 2002; Rigby, Reichheld, & Schefter, 2002). For it
to work, a CRM system relies on its ability to identify and interpret individual cus-
tomer records. Underlying organizational CRM systems are massive customer
databases. Fueled by the steady and steep decline in the cost of data storage and
handling over the past 30 years, organizations invested in creating increasingly
detailed profiles of their customers and non-customers, despite the fact that such
information is not necessary for billing and service–delivery purposes. From book-
stores to supermarkets to large chemical manufacturers, organizations make efforts
to bestow individual customers with a unique and graspable identity (Fayyad &
Uthurusamy, 2002; Roberts, 1999).
Along with the rise of database technologies and electronically mediated

languages, new forms of institutional and organizational power have emerged
(Beniger, 1986; Introna, 1997). Two camps, one with a libertarian and the other
with a Marxist outlook, have been commenting most prominently on the implica-
tions of this new mode of information (Poster, 1990b). The libertarians are mostly
concerned about the potential centralization of surveillance power in the hands of
state and commercial institutions. In this view, database technology and networked
communications are regarded as additional components of the always-growing
threat of overbearing government and ever-more intrusive corporations (Cate,
1997; Cavoukian & Tapscott, 1997; DeCew, 1997; Marx, 1988). Marxists are more
concerned with the contribution of computer networks and database technology to
the dominance of corporations over the working class. Since information is not
available to all on an equal basis, this camp maintains that capitalists can seize
information technologies to further monopolize control over the means of production
(Schiller, 1992, 1996).
Both viewpoints have much to offer for our understanding of the impact of

information technology on social and economic structures in the networked
society. However, they fail to grasp the cultural innovations brought about by the
integration of information technologies like databases into existing political, econ-
omic, and social institutions (Poster, 1990b, 1995; Sotto, 1997). The problem of
information technology’s cultural effects escapes Marxists and liberals because they
theorize the social field primarily as one of action, ‘‘minimizing the importance of
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language’’ (Poster, 1995: p. 79). Yet, databases are made up of symbols in data
fields. They embody a specific mode of representing the world, what Bolter (2001b)
calls numeric inscription. As Poster (1995) puts it, ‘‘one does not eat them, handle
them, or kick them, at least one hopes not. Databases are configurations of lan-
guage; the theoretical stance that engages them must take at least this ontological
fact into account’’ (see also, Sotto, 1997).
In light of these comments, we would like to ask what differentiates the language

of the customer database, which is still new and emerging, from those discourses
on the customer that preceded it and how these differences link up with other orga-
nizational strategies such as the formulation of customer relationships. We propose
that the emergence of CRM as discourse is premised on the database’s power to
individualize the consumer. The formation of sizeable, identifiable, and searchable
customer data profiles makes possible their codification, classification, and com-
parison. Foucault writes in Discipline and Punish (Foucault, 1977: pp. 191–192):

For a long time ordinary individuality—the everyday individuality of every-
body—remained below the threshold of description. To be looked at, observed,
described in detail, followed from day to day by an uninterrupted writing was a
privilege. . . .The disciplining methods (such as medicine, psychology, crimi-
nology, pedagogy) reversed this relation, lowered the threshold of describable
individuality and made of this description a means of control and a method of
domination. It is no longer a document for future memory but a document for
possible use. . . . This turning of real lives into writing [. . .] functions as a
procedure of objectification and subjectification.

Unlike the delinquent, the mentally ill, the sick, and the children, who have been
the objects of discourses of individualization for a long time, the consumer had not
been subjected to a permanent and ubiquitous regime of surveillance and obser-
vation before the arrival of the electronic database and the widespread use of elec-
tronic and digital transaction formats in the marketplace.
This is not to say that consumers remained unobserved before the arrival of elec-

tronic databases and networked communication. Historically, marketing emerged
as a practice only when production capacities surpassed demand and the need to
control consumption became a chief concern for producers (Baudrillard, 1988;
Sawchuck, 1994). Hence, from its beginnings, marketing was conceived as an
applied social technology designed to manipulate consumer decision making
(Schroter, 1997). Competition for consumers’ preferences elevated advertising to
marketing’s most promising weapon. Yet, as Beniger (1986: p. 20) points out,
‘‘[W]ith the development of mass communication by the turn of the century came
what might be called mass feedback technologies’’. In 1931, Percival White, a pion-
eer in market research development, introduced to the field the concept of measur-
ing markets and researching consumers (Bartels, 1988). By the end of the decade,
professional market research was a firmly established discipline and obtaining mar-
ket feedback was considered crucial for business success. However, these early
forms of market research were driven by economic considerations of the firm and
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more specifically the need to forecast aggregate consumption for improved plan-
ning of manufacturing output (Beniger, 1986). During the 1950s, psychologists like
Ernst Dichter and George Katona, and sociologists like Paul Larzarsfeld and
Pierre Martineau entered the marketing research fray and shifted the focus from
‘‘who’’ and ‘‘what’’ to ‘‘why’’ people bought, opening the door to the possibility of
identifying greater diversity of consumers’ behavior, attitudes, and motivations
(Cohen, 2003). The fiction of the unified mass market was quickly demolished and
a new system of marketing knowledge emerged that was based on classifying con-
sumers according to a set of different motivations and priorities (Miller & Rose,
1997). Market segmentation was born and continuously refined through the intro-
duction of psychographics in the 1970s (a technique that combines demographic
and psychological factors) and geodemographics in the 1980s (a technique that
allows the mapping of certain demographic and psychographic clusters in geo-
graphic space—a key driver of increasingly targeted direct marketing campaigns
(Goss, 1995)). Yet, while market research techniques matured resulting in the abil-
ity to identify smaller and more homogeneous consumer segments, any further pro-
gress towards total customer identification was limited by the comparatively slow,
unspecific, and non-interactive nature of market feedback technologies.
A 1993 cartoon in The New Yorker3 beautifully illustrates both the potential

power as well as the shortcomings of these new market research techniques. At a
cocktail party in a presumably upper-middle class, suburban home, a middle-aged
man is shown sitting on a sofa next to a woman drinking wine. He says to her:
‘‘According to my zip code, I prefer non-spicy foods, enjoy tennis more than golf,
subscribe to at least one news-oriented periodical, own between thirty and
thirty-five ties, never buy lemon-scented products, and have a power tool in my
basement, but none of that is true.’’ The man’s wry observation reveals that the
customer representations created by these market research techniques are above
the level of individual identification. His comment, however, also illustrates that by
using increasingly sophisticated market feedback techniques including data from
credit card transactions, census, coupons, and traditional customer surveys and the
storage of such data in quickly growing electronic databases, market researchers at
the end of the 1980s were able to identify very particular and small homogeneous
sub-segments within the market. In other words, the formula used to identify
similarity and difference among consumers had grown very sophisticated and yet, it
was still not capable to reach down to the level of the individual, resulting in
mischaracterizations as expressed by the cartoon. So, while systems of customer
differentiation and market knowledge existed before the convergence of electronic
communication networks and the database (cf. Hacking, 1982, 1986), they were
unable to make visible individual consumers. Only when abundant, interactive, and
person-specific market feedback converged with the quickly growing power of the
electronic database did such microscopic acts of distinction become possible. The
hitherto ‘‘massified’’ consumer who remained epistemologically absent while
3 The New Yorker, September 6, 1993. In Cohen (2003: p. 300).
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anonymously slipping in and out of markets can now be inscribed, recorded, and
classified according to attributes, capacities, and conducts and finally differentiated
against other individual data profiles. This is the process of individualization that
became possible only with the language of the database.
As the customer database spans an observational and perceptional surface along

the dimensions of visibility and codeability that allows organizations to register
individual conduct, a new type of customer emerges. He or she is no longer ‘‘lost in
the fleeting passage of time, space, movement, and voice but identifiable and
notable’’ (Rose, 1988). Within the regime of norms and requirements that make up
this perceptual surface, one customer—encoded according to a clearly defined lan-
guage of data fields and algorithms—can now be placed in relation to other custo-
mers. The database is the latest incarnation of Foucault’s Panopticon, ‘‘this
enclosed, segmented space, observed at every point, in which individuals are inser-
ted in a fixed place, in which the slightest movements are supervised, in which all
events are recorded, in which an uninterrupted work of writing links the center and
periphery [. . .], in which each individual is constantly located, examined, and dis-
tributed among the living beings’’ (Foucault, 1977: p. 197). In the final analysis, the
electronic and digital transaction space between organizations and their customers
becomes a map that enables the emergence of what was previously imperceptible
and below the threshold of description: the individual customer.
As philosophers of sciences, language, and media have pointed out (e.g., Bau-

drillard, 1994; Foucault, 1972; Habermas, 1984; Hacking, 1983; Ong, 1982), new
systems of representation—be it writing, statistics, or digital information flows—
articulate newly ordered spaces of knowledge. In accordance with the database’s
law of representation, we can say that when the object of representation (i.e. the
customer) becomes observable, measurable, and quantifiable, it becomes known.
Hence, the database not only individualizes the customer, it also constitutes the
customers as a known and knowable object upon which the organization can act
strategically. For the first time in history organizations, institutions, and the state
are enabled to survey, observe, and individualize very large populations in very
short amounts of time. This is the fundamental logic of what we call the Age of
Total Marketing where the threshold of detecting ordinary individuality has been
lowered to such a degree that the individual consumer emerges as an epistemologi-
cal entity. Therefore, it might be useful to think about the mode of functioning of
the customer database as a representational or discursive machine that identifies
and harnesses human difference (cf. Rose, 1988).
4. Virtual identity revisited

Because the database virtualizes the customer and by extension the relationship
between the customer and the ‘‘virtualizing’’ organization, the discourse of the data-
base raises hitherto overlooked questions about virtual consumer identity. The study
of virtual identity began in earnest only after the cultural and social impacts of the
Internet began to become apparent toward the end of last decade and therefore has
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strongly been influenced by the character and characteristics of this new medium.
Effects of earlier information technologies such as databases that have been at the
center of the digital revolution remain largely underanalyzed from a cultural and
social perspective.
Within the discourse of the Internet and virtual reality (VR), efforts to theorize

the construction of identity in virtual environments have revolved around two
opposite poles made up by what we refer to as the ‘‘disembodied’’ and the
‘‘embodied’’ camps. The disembodied camp argues that in the virtual world of
cyberspace, the human body has lost its relevance as the site where identity is
constructed (Balsamo, 2000; Stone, 2000; Turkle, 1995). Evoking postmodern
conceptions of identity where the self is never fixed but fluid and multiple, such
theories focus on the playful and theatrical aspects of text-based cyber-identities
(cf. Laurel, 1991; Turkle, 1995). Like protagonist Case in Gibson’s (1984)
original cyberpunk novel Neuromancer, individuals who ‘‘jack into’’ the matrix
(e.g., MUDs, MOOs, and chat rooms) leave the limitations of the physical body
behind and perform versions of themselves purely by virtue of their cognitive
prowess. Thus, theories of disembodied identity understand the virtual realm as a
theater of discursively performed identities, a space for ‘‘identity tourism’’, where
to be a tourist is to possess mobility, access, and creativity to enact different roles
at different places (Nakamura, 2002).
Theories of embodied virtuality reject the notion of a purely cognitive subject

that can escape the body while constructing multiple identities in cyberspace
(Hayles, 1999; Mingers, 2001). Adopting a theoretical stance that has its origins in
Merleau-Ponty’s (1962) phenomenology of perception, proponents of this camp
suggest that the split between mind and body never really took place even as the
body became immobilized in front of a computer screen and a virtual represen-
tation of the individual began acting as an agent in computer-mediated environ-
ments (see e.g., Dreyfus, 1992, 2001; Heim, 1993; Robey, Schwaig, & Jin, 2003).
Mingers (2001) argues strongly against the disappearance of the body in the discur-
siveness of information systems. He suggests that the embodied nature of cognition
cannot be ignored in any attempt to theorize virtual identities. He bolsters the
development of his anti-Cartesian theory with evidence from research in group
decision support systems (GDSS), concluding that virtuality only allows for a
reduced and incomplete construction and representation of identity (see also, Dreyfus,
2001). In Mingers’ final analysis, virtual disembodiment robs the actor of the benefits
and richness of a host of tacit, habitual, and subconscious forms of knowledge
because these forms of ‘‘knowing’’ are inextricably tied to corporeal experience and
action (see also, Berthelot, 1986; Bourdieu, 1977, 1990; Shilling, 1993).
Within the confines of this essay, we do not intend to resolve this interesting and

heated debate. Rather, we would like to add to the already existing complexity of
the issue by bringing to the table a perspective that questions the assumption
implicit in both paradigms of the individual as a rational, conscious, and auton-
omous actor who remains, whether embodied or not, the author of his or her own
identity in virtual environments. As we do so, it is not our aim to suggest that indi-
vidual agency simply vanishes in the digital spaces of the Internet, GDSS, or the
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customer database. Nor do we want to ‘‘theorize away’’ the possibility for empow-
erment in virtual environments. Both individual agency4 and empowerment (e.g.,
of organizations, workers, citizens, and consumers) remain important features of
new interactive communication and information systems. Yet, it is clear that the
effects of new information and communication technologies on user agency and
empowerment never cut just one way; they are always ambiguous and contradic-
tory, contesting and overthrowing old hierarchies of power and knowledge and
creating new ones (Breen, 1997; Kling & Allen, 1996; Metha & Darier, 1998;
Mumford, 1967; Ong, 1982; Virilio, 2000).
Database technology is no different. An organization that sets up large and sophis-

ticated data warehousing systems and connect dispersed databases—even inter-
organizationally, as in the case of airlines for example—gains a panoptic view of
each individual customer. The identification of a customer as, say, ‘‘loyal’’, ‘‘not
loyal’’, or something inbetween these two categories depends on both the organiza-
tion’s ability to see each customer individually and on the regime of norms and
requirements that make up the organization’s perceptual surface on which each cus-
tomer will be mapped based on his or her individual conduct. In other words, loyalty
becomes a function of visibility and codeability of customer behavior. Both opera-
tions are in the hands of the organization, resulting in the production of virtual
representations of real customers. In fact, given the fragmentation and dispersion of
such customer databases within and among organizations, multiple and divergent
facsimiles per consumer are produced and acted upon by the organization (Poster,
1990a). At this particular moment, identity always mediated by language is no longer
uttered and constructed by an autonomous actor but authored by the organization.
In the final analysis, the customer database produces a form of virtuality where the
consumer subject is no longer the site of identity construction but its object.
This, then, is the world of CRM at the speed of light (Greenberg, 2002), where

‘‘in effect these electronic lists become additional social identities as each individual is
constituted for the computer, depending on the database in question, as a social
agent’’ (Poster, 1995: pp. 87–88, italics added). The mixing and matching of data
fields and categories leads to the construction, deconstruction, and reconstruction
of customer profiles according to the knowledge needs of the marketer. Most
databases fail to refer back to their objects of representation (the consumers)
to improve accuracy.5 Databases, thus, can and do construct a multitude of
4 In fact, following Manuel Castells (1996) we could speak of an ‘‘extended’’ form of agency because

the networked individual is connected to flows of information that are by the nature of the medium glo-

bal. Thus, Castells conceives of the individual in the network society as an agent who can act in an

extended time-space continuum.
5 At the leading edge of database marketing, however, some limited form of consumer control is being

offered. Amazon.com uses ‘‘cookies’’ to recognize returning customers, and then offers them dozens of

product recommendations. After each recommendation, a hyperlink ‘‘Why was I recommended this?’’ is

offered. Clicking on this hyperlink offers a glimpse into the section of the Amazon database that stores

previous correlated purchases of the customer. The customer then has options of clicking on ‘‘Not Inter-

ested’’ in that specific recommendation, or to intensify or dilute the recommendation algorithm by indi-

cating the intensity of preference for the previously purchased correlated items on a 5-point scale.

http://www.Amazon.com
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representations of one and the same consumer. If a consumer is captured in two
distinct databases that differ in composition and content of their data fields, that
consumer takes on two personas, two identities in the marketplace. Both databases
define him or her differently as consumer subject for any agency or business that
has access to these databases. In fact, within the rules of the database, it is no
longer accurate to speak of the consumer. The consumer becomes a blended digital
simulation whose ‘‘nature’’ depends on the composition of the databases.6 There
are now as many identities per ‘‘real’’ consumer as there are database representa-
tions of her. The real power of CRM and database marketing is not to get as close
as possible to the customer but to discursively create her.
The database plays an integral role in the production and continuous expansion

of language that structures how we know the customer. It is helpful to remind our-
selves that databases on a basic level are made up of ‘‘data fields’’ containing infor-
mation on individuals’ names, postal code, sex and whatever else might be
obtained (Goss, 1995). Carefully combined fields constitute an individual ‘‘record’’
and several of those compose a list. In a digitalized format, such lists are transfer-
able, exchangeable, and comparable to other lists. Databases have grown increas-
ingly complex and large online retailers such as Amazon.com, Inc. are no longer
satisfied with and limited to geodemographic information. For a successful data
mining initiative, the value of data is in the details (Berry & Linoff, 2000; Rud,
2001). In the Internet age, a solid customer database not only contains customer
contact and purchase information but ‘‘intensive customer intelligence’’—historical
buying and search habits as well as real-time clickstream information—allowing
for interactive predictive modeling of customer preferences (Vriens & Grigsby,
2001). Along the way, individual customer data sets have grown from a ‘‘low
dimensional’’ format, consisting of less than 10 customer variables, to a ‘‘high-
dimensional’’ format where one customer record may consist of tens of thousands
of data fields (Fayyad, 2001).
Researchers and practitioners in the field speak of ‘‘mining’’ data, ‘‘discovering’’

knowledge, and ‘‘identifying’’ structures (Brachman, Khabaza, Kloesgen, Piatetsky-
Shapiro, & Simoudis, 1996; Fayyad, 2001; Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, & Smyth,
1996), revealing a view of data as a rich and objective source of knowledge. In
addition, Brachman et al. (1996: p. 44) employ traditional hermeneutic language
when they state that a ‘‘realistic knowledge discovery process is [. . .] not simple and
linear, but thoroughly iterative and interactive.’’ Fayyad (2001: p. 64), one of the
foremost thinkers in the field of data mining and knowledge discovery, refers to data
as ‘‘latent information’’ that reveals itself only if modeled and analyzed correctly.
This argument rests on the claim that the sheer complexity of high-dimensional
customer data prevents simple human perception form discerning the meaning
6 Even in the case of the Amazon.com, wherein a limited form of control of the database is offered to

the customer, the database creates bizarre product recommendations when a family computer is used to

order items. The database representations of diverse family members—the dog lover, the postmodern

critical thinker, the hip-hop music fan, and the romance novel reader—get associated with the same

‘‘cookie’’, leading to a hodgepodge of inconsistent recommendations.

http://www.Amazon.com
http://www.Amazon.com
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hidden therein. Therefore, turning data into knowledge, ‘‘precisely data mining’s
goal’’ (Fayyad, 2001: p. 64), depends on the analytical power of technologies such as
the management discovery tool (MDT) system, developed by NCR and ATT, or
Lucent Technology’s NicheWorks. The promise of these analytical tools is to ‘‘allow
business users to interact directly with data’’ (Brachman et al., 1996: p. 45).
It is precisely this interaction with the data that are widely mischaracterized as a

process of simple (or not so simple) discovery and extraction of knowledge, when in
fact it must be understood as an act of constituting the customer and indeed the
larger market reality. Apte, Liu, Pednault, and Smyth (2002: p. 50) discussing the
process of identifying customer segments state that, ‘‘good segmentations tend to
be obtained only through trial and error by varying the segmentation criteria.’’ For
this process, using ‘‘domain knowledge, simple heuristics, and clustering algo-
rithms’’, data are partitioned, sliced, diced, and pivoted, finally reduced and filtered
(Apte et al., 2002; Jackson, 2002). In a second step, tools such as IMACS and
Clemenine are used to support the knowledge discovery process and to simplify the
embedding of discovered knowledge into an application, the business user can use
including the production of customer definitions (Brachman et al., 1996, see also,
Loveman, 2003).
To ignore the statistical, mathematical, and linguistic labor that goes into the

data mining process and to call it a ‘‘simple exploration of the data through pass-
ive techniques’’ (Brachman et al., 1996: p. 44) neglects the role of the data miner in
the construction of the customer she proclaims to discover. As databases grow in
number and size at blistering speed, the location of identity construction is no
longer to be found in the atomic physics of the market but ‘‘the digital physics’’ of
data banks (Fayyad, 2001). There, the consumer’s identity is multiplied and dis-
tributed through the network of electronic communication, elevating the digital
simulation of the customer to the status of the ontologically real (cf. Baudrillard,
1994; Brown, 1995a, 1995b).
From a poststructuralist perspective, it is therefore not completely accurate to

speak of CRM and database marketing as technologies of customer addressability
(Chen & Iyer, 2002). Databases are first and foremost technologies of customer
construction. They inscribe personalities and identities onto consumers according to
their discursive rules of formation, specifying the system according to which differ-
ent kinds of consumers are divided, contrasted, related, regrouped, classified, and
derived from one another as objects of organizational and marketing discourse. To
put it in Foucault’s (1972: p. 55) terms, ‘‘[T]hus conceived, discourse is not the
majestically unfolding manifestation of a thinking, knowing, speaking subject, but,
on the contrary, a totality, in which the dispersion of the subject and his disconti-
nuity with himself may be determined.’’ In other words, recognizing how the data-
base is formed by many hands and populated with data from many sources forces
us to depart from the romantic notion of the autonomous and unified consumer
subject who, by virtue of rational consumption acts and conscious speech
acts, constructs his own identity in the computer-mediated marketplace (Firat &
Venkatesh, 1995).
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Within our discussion, Beniger’s (1986) concept of the control revolution takes
on an additional meaning. In his important book, Beniger contextualizes the
increase of information and communication technologies during the 19th and 20th
century within radical societal transformations. His analysis shows that the rise of
the information society was the result of the economic and business crisis created
by the industrial revolution. The increase in velocity, complexity, and volume of
industrial processes required new means of social control. Large-scale technological
information and communication systems, such as the telegraph, bureaucracies,
accounting, and of course computers provided this control. Hence, in Beniger’s
view the development and implementation of information and communication
technologies—and thus the rise of the information society—are first and foremost
driven by a will to control processes, populations, resources, and data (see also,
Castells, 1996, 1998).
What Beniger implies throughout his study but never awards the centrality it

deserves is the fact that in his model controlling is a function of seeing. Bureau-
cracies, computers, and accounting techniques are first and foremost, paraphrasing
Virilio (1994), vision machines. In this respect, Beniger’s concept of control is theo-
retically contained in our model of the database as discursive machine that pro-
vides the organization with total visibility of the field of consumption. Market
feedback, for example, is now received by the organization in seamless and detailed
data flows allowing for individualized marketing communication mixes and accu-
rate evaluation of these personalized messages for their effectiveness to produce the
desired behavior (Allard, Graves, Gluck, May, & McAteer, 1999; Mulvenna,
Anand, & Buchner, 2000). As new information and communication technologies
deliver interactivity and real-time feedback capabilities, marketing control in
Beniger’s sense has grown tighter. But the organization gains another form of con-
trol that Beniger’s model cannot recognize because it assumes an ontological separ-
ation between the object of control and the technology of control. In other words,
Beniger theorizes technology as a force that governs the individual from the out-
side by affecting its behavior all the while leaving it ontologically unchanged.
Beniger thus remains blind to the constitutive power of control technologies, which

we suggest marks the latest incarnation of the control revolution. Databases may
now represent the most powerful aspect of control technologies.7 They radicalize the
concept of control because of their ability to constitute the object they help control. Put
differently, our model of the database as control technology suggests a doubling of
control manifested in the ontological constitution of the object of control.
It is true that consumers participate in the formation and population of their

own data record by committing simple consumption acts. The formation of digital
consumer identities, however, takes place without the presence of the consumer
subject. In fact, with improving online tracking and recoding technologies improv-
ing and the increasing selling and exchanging of customer records, the consumer is
7 After the events of September 11, 2001 the importance of databases in controlling global terrorist

threats will likely increase.
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no longer able to decide what kind of information about her is stored, categorized,
manipulated, exchanged, and acted upon by whom, when, and where. ‘‘Unlike spo-
ken language, the database is not only remote from any authorial presence but is
‘authored’ by so many hands that it makes a mockery of the principle of the
author as authority’’ (Poster, 1995: p. 85). Therefore, information technologies
such as databases challenge the theory of virtual identity by radicalizing the con-
cept of identity construction as a conscious act of a ‘‘material’’, rational agent.
To summarize, the introduction of information technologies such as customer

databases into the organizational fabric produces a new form of consumer: the
individualized customer. This act of consumer individualization—based on the
workings of the database—transforms the ways in which inscriptions of human
individuality can be produced, ordered, accumulated, and circulated (cf. Rose,
1988). In its essence, database-driven information technologies ‘‘provide a tech-
nique of visualization and inscription of individuality which objectifies its subjects
by inscribing their differences from one another’’ (Rose, 1988: p. 195). Such devel-
opments in the ways in which descriptions of consumers are created, ordered, orga-
nized, and acted upon do more than facilitate storage, communication, and
analysis of information. They become important discursive acts that configure a
human being as a consumer subject by inscribing difference. From a post-
structuralist perspective, the customer database bestows the organization with the
linguistic power to produce fixed, closed, and stable consumer identities and to
make them culturally significant, i.e. to strategically act upon these identities.
Databases and related information technology thus become relevant for a theory
of virtual identity because of the way these technologies challenge the assump-
tion—implicit in the dominant theoretical camps of this debate—that the construc-
tion of identity in virtual spaces originates with a conscious and ‘‘cognitively
present8’’ actor. We argue instead that the proliferation of data warehouses, the
creation of detailed customer profiles, and the implementation of complex analyti-
cal methods for data mining, has given rise to a new language that constitutes sub-
jects outside the immediacy of consciousness and in absence of the ‘‘material’’
consumer.
5. Inventing the one-to-one relationship

The panoptic regime of the database has affected managerial and theoretical
debates in marketing. Beginning in the late 1980s and gaining steam throughout
the 1990s, a discourse emerged that promoted close, intimate, one-to-one relation-
ships with the customer as the path to marketing nirvana (Allen, Kania, &
Yaeckel, 1998; Peppers & Rogers, 1993, 1997). Replacing a more sales and trans-
action-oriented concept, relationship marketing has since become the dominant
8 We use the term cognitively present to denote that even if the body may be considered absent or

irrelevant for the construction of virtual identity, cognitive labor of some agent is still needed in the

process.
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paradigm in practitioner-oriented and academic marketing discourse (e.g., Grönroos,

1995; McConnell & Huba, 2003; O’Dell & Pajunen, 1997; Payne, 1995; Vavra, 1992).

As Addis and Holbrook (2001) state, ‘‘relationship marketing emphasizes the

role of the relationship between a vendor and its customer, with particular refer-

ence to the importance of personal involvement and trust.’’ Hence, one of the

key goals of this new strategy is to position the company as a trusted advisor

capable of providing relevant messages that keep the customer involved with the

brand. The stated goal of relationship marketing is building customer equity

through customer retention and maximization of customer lifetime value for the

organization (Blattberg, Getz, & Thomas, 2001). Underlying this marketing

paradigm is the ability of the organization to identify and continuously track

each individual customer, a process that eventually represents a form of

‘‘customer branding’’.9

Customer branding, of course, is closely related to the concept of the individua-

lized customer presented here. Both are based on the language of the database

which produces sizeable, identifiable, and searchable customer data profiles and

enables codification, classification, and comparison of minute individual differences

in human conduct (Blattberg, Glazer, & Little, 1994). The transparency provided

by the database includes, among other things, the customer’s contribution to rev-

enue and the cost to serve that customer. It becomes therefore possible to identify

for each customer his or her exact net contribution to the organization’s bottom

line. A thus-individualized customer base is the ultimate objective of database mar-

keting practice because it is now possible to aim concrete strategic marketing deci-

sions at digital customer identities including adding or removing product benefits

and service privileges, pricing and promotion.
The one-to-one marketing paradigm justifiably has received praise in the litera-

ture for its ability to increase profitability and provide added value to customers

through personalization and customization. Falling costs for communication and

data storage technology as well as the rise of the Internet have accelerated organi-

zations’ adoption of increasingly complex relationship tools. While the early hype

surrounding the implementation of CRM systems has somewhat abated and been

replaced by more reasonable expectations of their technological feasibility and

short-term managerial benefits (Farrell, 2003), companies are aware that their

operational systems contain mountains of untapped knowledge about their custo-

mers’ preferences, buying habits, life events, and expectations that could be inte-

grated, mined, and interpreted (Brachman et al., 1996; Fayyad, 2001; Fayyad &

Uthurusamy, 1996). Digital marketspaces in particular have accelerated the gather-

ing and storing of detailed customer data and given rise to more web-based strate-

gies of customer interaction and relationship marketing (Allen et al., 1998; Sterne,

2001). However, these strategies are strongly biased towards dyadic forms of
9 This term is borrowed from John Deighton, Guest Lecture, School of Business Administration,

University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI, USA.
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communication and relationship with the organization on one side and the indivi-
dualized consumer on the other (see e.g., Allen et al.).
We argue that the individualizing effect of panoptic information technologies has

produced the dominant discourse of one-to-one relationship marketing to the
exclusion of other possibilities of customer relationships. While this model was
effective before the Internet, we suggest that virtual marketspaces have introduced
possibilities for new types of relationships requiring a reconceptualization of our
current understanding of customer relationship marketing and management, if
organizations are to really leverage their power. Of course, we do not suggest that
one-to-one customer relationships are obsolete or wrong. They continue to play a
critical role in an organization’s efforts to stay competitive. What we are proposing
is that the nature of virtual spaces allows for additional types of relationships and
that these relationships, if developed and managed correctly, add value to both the
customer and the organization. Below, we explore theories of play from the fields
of consumer research and computer–human interaction as one possible avenue that
could help us open up the monolithic discourse on CRM with its traditional focus
on the company–customer dyad.
6. IT and the theory of playful relationship spaces

In the final part of the paper, we turn our attention to the notion of playful con-
sumption to formulate a more complex model of relationship management. We
conceptually connect virtuality (or what Sotto (1997) calls ‘‘information technology
simulation’’) and consumption to ‘‘play’’ in order to build a theoretical space in
which consumers can be conceptualized as actors who perform their own idea of
identity and relationship with each other and the organization. To be sure, the
specter of organizational discourse that individualizes and inscribes consumers
does not disappear in our theory of playful relationship space. In marketspaces
that are governed by the language of the database consumers cannot escape their
constitution as objects of knowledge and analysis. The space of play that we want
to introduce as a possibility here is phenomenological and therefore is neither
absolute nor structurally subversive. In fact we warn against overusing the play
metaphor or endowing it with revolutionary and liberatory powers that it cannot
have. Already in the concluding years of the 20th century, there were many signs
of normalization and institutionalization and processes that curtail the carnival-
esque flavor of virtual spaces in many contexts such as work and consumption.
Yet, Sotto’s argument that information technology simulations, even in norma-
tively highly bounded spaces like collaborative work environments, provide a space
for playfulness among its participants is encouraging. The possibility for play is
rooted in the ontological transformation of the participating subject into a semiotic
representation whose malleability and discursive openness is conducive for exper-
imentation, albeit within limits. Play nevertheless carries the promise of what we
call ‘‘weak agency’’ by providing consumers with a (if perhaps illusory) performative
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moment in the panoptic space of digital marketspaces (Dholakia & Zwick, 2001;
Zwick & Dholakia, in press).
The relationship between play and virtuality has been explored before. Danet

et al. (1997: p. 41) argue that ‘‘computer-mediated communication is strikingly
playful’’ and Sotto (1997) suggests that action and performance in virtual,
simulated spaces is likely to lose its responsible character making room for the
‘‘ludicrous’’, playful, and illusory in human behavior. Drawing from Huizinga’s
(1950) cultural anthropology of play and echoing in many ways Virilio’s (1989)
theory of perception, Sotto maintains that the ‘‘. . .‘play element’ involved in the
realm of virtuality clearly appears as an inherent quality of that reality’’ (p. 49). He
points out that increasing levels of abstraction in a culture lead to the development
and use of metaphoric representations, which are nothing other than play upon
words. Such a form of play is voluntary and therefore artificial (as opposed to
naturally necessary for survival). In addition, as Caillois (1979: p. 19) states, ‘‘all
play presupposes the temporary acceptance, if not of an illusion (indeed this last
word means nothing less than beginning a game: in-lusio), then at least of a closed,
conventional, and, in certain respects, imaginary universe. Play can consist not
only of deploying actions or submitting to one’s fate in an imaginary milieu, but of
becoming an illusory character oneself, and of so behaving.’’
Virtual spaces such as Internet Relay Chat (IRC), instant messaging (IM), com-

puter supported collaborative environments (CSCE), and bulletin and discussion
boards seem capable of encouraging the ‘‘ludicrous dimensions’’ (Sotto, 1997:
p. 45) of play by linking playful behavior and virtual space on an ontological level.
In other words, while simply participating in IRC, IM, or CSCEs does not in any
deterministic way cause playful behavior, these spaces provide a structure that is
conducive to play. Hence, information technology simulations may at any time
become product and producer of play and playful behavior.
Four interrelated features of information technology simulations encourage

virtual play (Aycock, 1993): ephemerality, speed, interactivity, and freedom from
physical restrictions (Danet et al., 1997). As studies in human–computer interac-
tion have shown (e.g., Bolter, 2001b; Delany & Landow, 1991; Lanham, 1993;
Laurel, 1991; Turkle, 1995), the eminence and performance of play increases as we
move from basic word-processing of author-absent texts to more interactive and
synchronous communication. In its extreme forms of fast-paced, interactive com-
puter-mediated communication, the interaction is experienced as something akin to
a video game (Heim, 1987; Turkle, 1995). Playfulness may be driven by the
engrossing flow experience that synchronous modes of online communication
engender among participants because of the enchanting quality of instantaneity in
interaction with computers (cf. Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Hoffman & Novak, 1996).
Feedback prompts feedback and—just like during play—people lose all sense of
time and space, suddenly awakening to the fact that hours have passed. Thus, the
possibility of playfulness in information technology simulation, what could be
called information technology illusion, is derived from the interactive relationships
that form among participants of the illusion.
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Speed and interactivity are key features that contribute to making computer-mediated

environments prime locations for the enactment of playful consumption. Holt (1995)

suggests that ‘‘consuming as play’’ is an important metaphor to describe
consumer behavior. Similar to the consumer theories outlined previously, Holt (1995:

p. 9) maintains that ‘‘consuming not only involves directly engaging with consump-

tion objects but also includes using consumption objects as resources to interact with
fellow consumers.’’10 Playful consumers pursue actions for their propensity to

enhance the interaction among the game’s participants. Thus, interaction becomes an

end in itself, thereby stressing the non-instrumental character of playful consumption.

The non-instrumental, what Holbrook calls the autotelic (1984) character of playful
consumption, becomes its defining moment against non-playful consumer behavior.
Instructive for our purpose is Holt’s differentiation between communing play and

socializing play. Communing play captures the shared lived experience of con-
sumers around the object of consumption. Playful consumption then gives birth to

a collective consciousness, which for the duration of the game suppresses the parti-

cipants’ social, cultural, and economic differences and accentuates—within the
structures of the rules of the game—their singular most important aspect of mutual

identity (see also, Birrell, 1981). Communing play leads to the formation of what

could be called ‘‘consumption teams’’.
Socializing play, conceptually closely related to communing play, allows the

players to engage in performative, almost competitive acts of interaction. Among

players who are very well versed in ‘‘the rules of the game’’ (Pierre Bourdieu)

reciprocal exchanges materialize where one dialogues against/with another in
shared delight. While instrumentality might be missing from the exchange, sociali-

zation is in fact completed and the result is a game for recognition and status.11
10 In Holt’s anthropological work, such consumption objects are mostly material objects like, for

example, t-shirts and hats that symbolize one’s affinity to a specific sports team. Based on these objects

people come together, identify, and interact with each other and other groups. Hence, in this widened

sense of consumption anything consumers use as resources to engage in interaction is a consumption

object. In virtual worlds, consumption objects may be both material (for example, discussion groups

that formed around Starbucks Café (Kozinets, 2002)) or virtual (for example, Amazon.com).
11 A similar argument that connects play and social status and recognition has been advanced by

Clifford Geertz in his essay on the Balinese cockfights, albeit from a different perspective. Looking at the

betting system around the cockfights, he describes what he calls ‘‘deep play’’. Deep play results when the

matched competitors, in Geertz’s case the cocks, are as equal in strength and acumen as possible. Obvi-

ously, the strategy of equally matching opponents is a deliberate attempt to increase volatility of the

game. However, even more important than that is the fact that the stake of the center bet is very high.

Indeed, the center bet ‘‘makes the game’’ (Geertz, 1973: p. 216) in the sense of defining it as ‘‘deep’’ or

‘‘shallow’’. To explain the seductiveness of deep play, its experiential richness, and its complexity as an

object of consumption, it is necessary to understand that the objective of playing is not solely driven by

instrumental purpose such as material gain. Indeed, what is at stake when large sums of money are

waged against each other is much greater than return on investment: ‘‘namely, esteem, honor, dignity,

respect—in a word [. . .] status’’ (Geertz, 1973: p. 218). To call such serious money betting competition

for social status a game seems contradictory. Huizinga (1950) reminds us however that such playing can

take place with the utmost seriousness. The opposition between play and earnestness is always a tenuous

one.

http://www.Amazon.com
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Playful consumption takes place in ‘‘sacred’’ places: the stadium, the mall, the
play table, the flea market, the magic circle, the temple, the stage, the film screen,
the courtroom, and the computer screen. These are all in form and function play-
grounds just like Disneyland (Grayson, 1995) or Wall Street (cf. Gordon, 1999;
Huizinga, 1950; Keynes, 1964). Playgrounds are hallowed places, removed, fenced
in, and consecrated, in which unique rules apply. In the marketing literature,
Deighton (1992) used the concept of performance to stress the inherently dramatur-
gic character of playful consumption, suggesting that the marketer can influence
the social context within which consumers are encouraged to perform. Somewhat
overly structuralist in his account of consumer response and behavior, Deighton
nevertheless usefully points to the central role of marketers as both the architects
and directors of ‘‘theaters of consumption’’ (see also, Firat & Dholakia, 1998).
Consumers, from this perspective behave ‘‘as if they were audiences responding to
or participating in performances’’ (Deighton, 1992: p. 362).
Investigations that look at how computer-mediated environments affect the play-

ful character of consumption are just beginning to emerge and further research is
needed to illuminate the exact nature of this phenomenon. However, as discussed
above, the defining features of online environments should reinforce the possibility
for playful consumption. Because ‘‘consumption becomes pathological when void
of playfulness’’ (Campbell, 1987: p. 201), marketers should present consumers with
the opportunity to experience exchange relationships as play (cf. Holt, 1995) by
offering interactive and fast-paced conversational spaces (Berthon, Holbrook, &
Hulbert, 2000; Levine, 2000). It is here where consumers can experience inter-
related yet analytically distinct types of play such as play with identity or play with
typographic symbols.12 In particular, the ability of consumers to author their own
identities, even perform multiple identities (Turkle, 1995) by developing nicknames
and respective fantasy biographies, presents consumers in information technology
simulations with a sense of empowerment and control that has been severely cur-
tailed by the panoptic technologies of individualization (Dholakia & Zwick, 2001).
Purposefully invoking an analogy to Sotto’s (1997) ontological approach to infor-
mation technology, we argue that playful consumption spaces open up possibilities
to consumers for reclaiming and reconfiguring a sense of agency. Playful consump-
tion, in company-generated information technology simulations, then becomes the
antidote to the panopticon of the customer database.
We do not suggest that play happens automatically every time marketers provide

consumers with the opportunity to commune, socialize, and collaborate in virtual
environments or that all communication and interaction that takes place in ludi-
crous spaces is always playful. The metaphor of play as it is used here simply pro-
poses a form of being that is less governed by the limitations and guidelines of the
physical world and more by the semiotic flexibility of virtuality. We are willing to
accept that what we have in mind when we speak of play is not a universal
category. To us more important than arriving at a global accord over the exact
12 See Danet et al. (1997) for an elaboration on these types of play.
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meaning of virtual play is to show that such behavior can produce a phenomenological
sense of agency and to offer new conceptualizations of customer relationships.
If organizations are able to provide consumers with these spaces of communal

and social play while placing them within the organizational marketing structure,
they will be able to facilitate and benefit from a whole host of new customer rela-
tionships currently largely ignored including relationships among customers,
between customers and non-customers, and between customers and the virtual rep-
resentation of the organization. Research on virtual communities teaches us that
the effects of communal and socializing types of play is likely to generate multi-
layered and complex customer relationships that foster compliance to and inter-
nalization of certain group norms as well as the development of a social form of
identity (Bagozzi, 2000). What that means for marketing managers considering the
opportunities of information technology simulation spaces such as the organiza-
tional website is clear. Allowing customers to play on the company’s site and
around the company brand reduces customer service costs, customer acquisition
and retention costs, and costs resulting from product flaws and marketing mis-
takes. By the same token, improvements in customer segmentation and customiza-
tion, brand commitment, customer satisfaction, and customer communications are
likely, all of which are important qualitative relationship metrics.
7. By way of conclusion: the managerial imperative of playful CRM

We have presented a theoretical challenge to the concept of CRM that is cur-
rently dominated by technological instrumentalism and one-to-one marketing. We
argued that the historical roots of CRM in database technology led organizations
to discursively construct customer relationships as a dyadic affair with the com-
pany on one side and the unique and individualized customer on the other. We
argued that this conceptualization of customer relationships is a very limited one
and that the advent of the Internet should encourage organizations to include hith-
erto marginal and unmanaged types of relationships. to build our case for a more
enriched and ‘‘polyadic’’ type of customer relationship—which includes the possi-
bility for consumers to interact with each other and with non-consumers, as well as
a virtual representation of the organization—we tied together the possibility for
play in virtual spaces with the playfulness of consumption. Where both intersect,
customers experience a sense of empowerment, agency, and belonging. And it is
here that organizations can create deep customer relationships, if, and only if, they
are willing to discursively open up their current paradigm. Benefits will accrue for
all participants (see Fig. 1).
Database technology still plays a critical role in this endeavor because the need

to individualize the consumer does not disappear. In fact, these new communal
spaces do not protect the consumer from the panoptic gaze of the organization
because free-flowing conversations can also be recorded, coded, and manipulated,
thus adding to the discursive power of the organization. This ability, however, can
be put to other uses besides opening up one-to-one relationships. Banks, for
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example, are among the most advanced relationship builders because of the
tremendous amount of detailed electronic customer information they hold. With
their rich knowledge of customers’ life stage, assets, risk preferences, and so forth,
banks are able to develop very personalized messages to sell customized products
and services, potentially increasing customer satisfaction and loyalty. What banks
do not do, however, is link up members who are alike according to a few distinct
personality variables (e.g., age, income, and recent job switch) and therefore likely
to have very similar financial (and even non-financial) questions. A new model of
CRM brings such a segment together, not unlike a community, within a company-
managed information technology simulation where customers can ask questions,
give answers, and share their personal experiences as they encounter bureaucratic
hurdles and clear them. Such a ‘‘ludicrous’’ space can be open to non-customers
and may even be populated, from time to time, by experts and guests from the
organization. These communal and socializing types of play enhance the willing-
ness of consumers to share their thoughts with others, including the organization,
thus making these playful interactions tremendously rich from a research perspec-
tive (Dussart, 2001). At any rate, the creation of playful spaces where customers
become performers of their own identities and create their own compelling content
builds trust and credibility among other customers, non-customers, and the organi-
zation and keeps everyone coming back. It may be argued that interactions and
relationships that emerge from such an environment are immeasurably more pas-
sionate and involved than a purely company-driven affair based solely on the
exploitation of stored customer profiles.
Future research is called for in order to (1) better understand how the language

of the database constitutes customers and markets, and (2) evaluate the quality and
Fig. 1. Examples of types of value created and shared through play.
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measure the profitability of polyadic CRM. The authors currently conduct quali-
tative fieldwork with the objective of understanding how database marketers in
organizations with CRM systems actually interact with this technology to develop
new representations of the consumer and the market. We are interested in what
forms of representations and relationships are encouraged and which ones are dis-
couraged as marketers begin to adopt the language of the database to construct
reality. Additional research is also needed on the demand side to understand con-
sumer perceptions of technologically mediated relationships with organizations, be
they one-dimensional or multilayered as proposed here.
In the final analysis, our model is a call for using the power of panoptic technol-

ogies for developing creative forms of multilayered customer relationships from
which both the organization and the customer benefit. The informational panopti-
con, in some sense, has to dissolve into a fast-moving game of catch. The history
of individualizing relationship management has become a conceptual liability for
progressive customer management in computer-mediated environments. Letting
customers play might just be the formula of success in the 21st century.
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